[Incorporation of phi80 phage into unusual chromosome sites and isolation of a specialized transducing bacteriophage].
The mutant strain KS713 of Escherichia coli K-12 deleted for the normal insertion site and secondary preferable one was obtained. The insertion frequency of phage phi80 into the double deletion strain is reduced about 30-fold with respect to integration into the strain H47 with deletion of the primary phi80 attachment site and about 500-fold relative to integration into wild type Escherichia coli. Analysis of the rare abnormal lysogens of KS 713 strain indicates that there are secondary sites on the chromosome, which are utilized for prophage attachment if insertion at preferable secondary att80-II site is eliminated too. The insertion of phi80 phage into the bfe locus was obtained by the appropriate selection technique. Induced prophage excision from the bfe site was rather efficient and lysates contained phi80 phage particles that could specificically transduce the argH+ gene. Upon transduction into a recipient strain carrying recA, heterogenotes harbouring both the wild-type and the mutant argH genes were isolated. These heterogenotes were used for producing high-frequency transducing lysates.